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Abstract

Ž .The World-Wide Web WWW based Internet services have become a major channel for information delivery. For the
same reason, information overload also has become a serious problem to the users of such services. It has been estimated
that the amount of information stored on the Internet doubled every 18 months. The speed of increase of homepages can be
even faster, some people estimated that it doubled every 6 months. Therefore, a scalable approach to support Internet

Ž .searching is critical to the success of Internet services and other current or future National Information Infrastructure NII
applications. In this paper, we discuss a modified version of simulated annealing algorithm to develop an intelligent personal

Ž .spider agent , which is based on automatic textual analysis of the Internet documents and hybrid simulated annealing.
q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Information searching over the cyberspace has
become more and more important. It has been esti-
mated that the amount of information stored on the
Internet doubled every 18 months. However, the
speed of increase of home pages can be even faster
and it is doubled every 6 months or even shorter. In
some areas, such as, Hong Kong and Taiwan, the
increasing speeds can be even faster. Therefore,
searching for the needed homepages or information
has become a challenge to the users of Internet.

) Corresponding author.
Ž .E-mail address: yang@se.cuhk.edu.hk C.C. Yang .

To develop searching engines or spiders, which
are ‘‘intelligent’’, or to reach high recall and high
precision is always the dream to the researchers in
this area. In order to qualified as an agent or intelli-
gent agent, such searching agent or spider must be
able to make adjustments according to progress of
searching or be personalized to adjust its behavior
according to the users’ preferences or behavior.

The major problem with the current searching
engines or spiders is that only few spiders do have
the communication capabilities between the spiders
and the users who dispatched the spiders. Since there
is no communication, the users are difficult to trace
or to understand the progress of searching and have
to tie themselves to the terminals. This paper reports

0167-9236r00r$ - see front matter q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Ž .PII: S0167-9236 99 00091-3
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a searching engine, which uses the combination of
CGI and Java to develop the user interface. It allows
the users to keep track of the progress of searching.
The users can also make changes on the searching
parameters, such as, number of homepages to re-
trieve. There were several algorithms have been used
to develop spiders, for example, best-first searching
and genetic algorithms. In this paper, we will discuss
the spider that we developed with the hybrid simu-
lated annealing algorithm. We have made a compari-
son to compare the performance of spiders that
developed with best-first search. The results will be
reported in this paper.

Although network protocols and Internet applica-
tions, such as, HTTP, Netscape and Mosaic, have
significantly improved the efficiency and effective-
ness of searching and retrieving of online informa-
tion, their usage is still accompanied by the problems
that users cannot explore and find what they want in
the cyberspace. While Internet services become pop-
ular to the users, difficulties with searching on the
Internet is expected to get worse as the amount of
on-line information increases, the number of Internet

Ž .users increases traffic increases , and more and
more multimedia are used to develop the home
pages. This is the problem of information overload
or information explosion.

Development of searching engines has become
easier. For example, it is possible to download exe-
cutable spider programs or even source codes. How-
ever, it is difficult to develop spiders which do have
satisfactory performance or unique features, such as,
learning and collaboration.

There are two major approaches to develop
searching engines, either based on keywords and
huge index tables, for example, Alta Vista and Ya-
hoo, or based on hypertext linkages, for example,
Microsoft Explorer and Netscape browser. It is diffi-
cult for the keyword search to reach high precision
and high recall. Slow response due to the limitations
on indexing methodology and network traffics, and
the inability for the users to use the appropriate
terms to articulate their need always become frus-
trate the users.

Our approach is based on automatic textual analy-
sis of Internet documents, such as, HTML files, aims
to address the Internet searching problem by creating

Ž .intelligent personal spider agent based on the hy-

brid simulated annealing algorithm. Best-first search
has been developed and reported in our earlier publi-

w xcations 3,4 . In this paper, we propose an approach
based on automatic textual analysis of Internet docu-
ments and hybrid simulated annealing based search-
ing engine.

In Section 2, a short literature review will be
provided. Section 3 will discuss the architecture and
algorithms for building our searching spider. Section
4 will report the experiments that we have conducted
to compare its performance with the other searching
spiders. This paper is concluded with some com-
ments about our spider and other factors that will
affect its performance.

2. Literature review: machine learning, intelligent
agents

2.1. Machine learning

Research on intelligent InternetrIntranet search-
ing relies significantly on machine learning. Neural
network, symbolic learning algorithms and genetic
algorithms are three major approaches in machine
learning.

Neural network model computation in terms of
complex topologies and statistics-based error correc-
tion algorithms, which fits well conventional infor-
mation retrieval models such as vector space model

w xand probabilistic model. Doszkocs et al. 7 gives an
overview of connectionist models for information

w xretrieval. Belew 1 developed a three-layer neural
network of authors, index terms, and documents
using relevance feedback from users to change its
representation over time. Kwok developed a similar
three-layer network using a modified Hebbian learn-

w xing rule. Lin et al. 11 adopted the Kohonen’s
feature map to produce a two-dimensional grid rep-
resentation for N-dimensional features.

Symbolic learning algorithms are based on pro-
duction rule and decision tree knowledge representa-

w xtions. Fuhr et al. 8 adopted regression methods and
ID3 for feature-based automatic indexing technique.
Chen and She adopted ID3 and the incremental
ID5R algorithm for constructing decision trees of
important keywords which represent users’ queries.
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Genetic algorithms are based on evolution and
w xheredity. Gordon 9 presented a genetic algorithms

based approach for document indexing. Chen and
w xKim 5 presented a GA-neural-network hybrid sys-

tem for concept optimization.
Our hybrid simulated annealing approach is simi-

lar to genetic algorithm in producing new generation.
However, the selection is stochastic based instead of
probability base.

2.2. Intelligent internet searching agent

There are two major approaches of Internet
Ž . Ž .searching: 1 client-based searching agent, and 2

online database indexing and searching. There are
also some systems contain both approaches.

A client-based searching agent on the Internet
serves as a program that operates autonomously to
search for relevant information without direct human
supervision. Several software programs have been
developed.

TueMosaic and the WebCrawler are two promi-
nent examples. Both of them are using the Best First

w xSearch techniques. DeBra and Post 6 reported tue-
Mosaic v2.42, modified at the Eindhoven University

Ž .of Technology TUE using the Fish Search algo-
rithm, at the First WWW Conference in Geneva.
Using tueMosaic, users can enter keywords, specify
the depth and width of search for links contained in
the current homepage displayed, and request the
spider agent to fetch homepages connected to the
current homepage. The Fish Search algorithm is a
modified Best First Search. Each URL corresponds
to a fish. After the document is retrieved, the fish

Ž .spawns a number of children URLs . These URLs
are produced depending on whether they are relevant
and how many URLs are embedded. The URLs will
be removed if no relevant documents are found after
following several links. The searches are conducted
by keywords, regular expressions, or by relevancy
ranking with external filters. However, potentially
relevant homepages that do not connect with the
current homepage cannot be retrieved and the search
space becomes enormous when the depth and breadth

Ž .of search become large an exponential search . The
inefficiency and local search characteristics of the
BFSrDFS-based spiders and the communication

bandwidth bottleneck on Internet severely con-
strained the usefulness of such an agent approach.

w xAt the Second WWW Conference, Pinkerton 14
Ž .reported a more efficient spider crawler . The

WebCrawler extends the tueMosaic’s concept to ini-
tiate the search using its index and to follow links in
an intelligent order. It first appeared in April of 1994
and was purchased by America Online in January of
1995. The WebCrawler extended the concept of the
Fish Search Algorithm to initiate the search using
index, and to follow links in an intelligent order.
However, the WebCrawler evaluates the relevance of
the link based on the similarity of the anchor text to
the user’s query. The anchor texts are the words that
describe a link to another document. These anchor
texts are usually short and do not provide relevance
information as much as the full document texts.
Moreover, problems with the local search and com-
munication bottleneck persist. A more efficient and
global Internet search algorithm is needed to im-
prove client-based searching agents.

The TkWWW robot was developed by Scott
Spetka and was funded by the Air Force Rome

w xLaboratory 15 The TkWWW robots are dispatched
from the TkWWW browser. The robot is designed to
search Web neighborhoods to find logically related
homepages and returns a list of links that look like a
hot list. However, the search is limited to one or two
hops, or links, from the original homepages. The
TkWWW robots can also be run in the background
to build HTML indexes, compile WWW statistics,
collect a portfolio of pictures, or perform any other
function that can be described by the TkWWW Tcl
extensions. The major advantage of TkWWW robots
over other existing spiders is its flexibility in adapt-
ing to virtually an criteria possible to guide its search
path and control selection of data for retrieval.

The WebAnts, developed by Leavitt at Carnegie
Mellon University, investigates the distribution of
information collection tasks to a number of cooperat-
ing processors. The goal of WebAnts is to create

Ž .cooperating explorers ants that share the searching
results and the indexing load without repeating each
other’s effort. When an ant finds a document that
satisfies the search criteria, it shares with other ants
so that they will not examine the same document.
For indexing, cooperation among ants allows each
indexer to conserve resources by distribution the
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indexing load between different explorers. During
query, user could restrict the query to the local ant or
allow it to propagate to the entry colony.

ŽThe RBSE Respository Based Software Engi-
.neering spider was developed by David Eichmann

and was funded by NASA. RBSE spider was the first
spider to index documents by content. It uses the
Mite program to fetch documents and uses four

Ž .searching mechanisms, i Breadth First Search from
Ž .a given URL, ii Limited Depth First Search from a

Ž .given URL, iii Breadth First Search from unvisited
Ž .URLs in the database, and iv Limited Depth First

Search from unvisited URLs in the database. The
database of RBSE spider consists of three tables,
Spider Table, Leaf Table, and Avoid Table. The
Spider Table keeps track of URLs that have been
visited, the Leaf Table contains node documents,
which do not have links, and the Avoid Table con-
tains a permanent list of patterns to match documents
against for visit suppression.

An alternative approach to Internet resource dis-
covery is based on the database concept of indexing
and keyword searching. They retrieve entire Web
documents or parts of these documents and store
them on the host server. This information is then
indexed on the host server to provide a server-based
replica of all the information on the Web. This index
is used to search for web documents that contain
information relevant to a user’s query and point the
user to those documents.

Ž . w xThe World Wide Web Worm WWWW 12 ,
developed by McBryan, uses crawlers to collect
Internet homepages and was made available in March
of 1994. It was an early ancestor to the newer spices
of spiders on the Web today. After homepages are
collected, the system indexes their titles, subject
headings and anchor texts and provides a UNIX
grep-like routine for database keyword searching.
However, it does not index the content of the docu-
ments. The title, subject headings and anchor texts
do not always accurate description of the document’s
information. Moreover, WWWW does not create a
large collection of relevant documents in the database
due to the limitation of its crawlers and its grep-like
keyword searching capability is very limited.

w xAliWeb 10 , developed by Koster, adopts an
owner-registration approach to collecting Internet
homepages. Homepage owners write descriptions of

their services in a standard format to register with
AliWeb. AliWeb regularly retrieves all homepages
according to its registration database. AliWeb allevi-
ates the spider traversal overhead. However, the
manual registration approach places a special burden
on homepage owners and thus is unpopular. The
AliWeb database is small and incomplete for realis-
tic searches.

The Harvest information discovery and access
w xsystem 2 developed by Bowman, et al., presents a

big leap forward in Internet searching technology.
The Harvest architecture consists of five subsystems,
Gatherer, Broker, IndexrSearch subsystem, Object
Cache, and Replicator. Gatherer collects indexing
information and it is designed to run at the service
provider’s site, which saves a great deal of server
load and network traffic. Gatherer also feeds infor-
mation to many Brokers, which saves repeated gath-
ering cost.

3. Intelligent agent for internet searching

Our intelligent Internet agent is based on auto-
matic indexing and hybrid simulated annealing.

3.1. Indexing

The goal of indexing is identifying the content of
the Internet document and the method includes three

Ž . Ž .procedures: a word identification, b stop-wording,
Ž .and c term-pharse formation.

Words are retrieved by word identification and
stop-wording. Words are first identified by ignoring
punctuation and case. A list of ‘‘stop word’’, which
includes about 1000 common function words and
‘‘pure’’ verbs, is then deleted. The common function
words are non-semantic bearing words, such as on,
in, at, this, there, etc. The ‘‘pure’’ verbs are words,
which are verbs only, such as calculate, articulate,
teach, listen, etc. High frequency words that are too
general to be useful in representing document con-
tent are also deleted.

After identifying words and removing stop words,
adjacent words remaining in the document are then
used to form pharses. Pharses are limited to three
words. The resulting pharses and words are referred
as the keywords of the Internet documents. The
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occurrence pattern of indexes, which appears in all
documents, is identified.

We use Jaccard’s score to measure the similarity
of Internet documents. The score is computed in
terms of the documents’ common links and indexing.
A document with a higher Jaccard’s score has a
higher fitness with the input document.

The Jaccard’s score based on links are computed
by dividing the number of common links by the
number of total links of two documents. Given two
documents, x and y, and their links, Xsx , x , . . . ,1 2

x , and Ysy , y , . . . , y , the Jaccard’s scorem 1 2 n

between x and y based on links is:

a XlYŽ .
JS x , y s 1Ž . Ž .links

a XjYŽ .

The Jaccard’s score based on indexing is computed
in terms of the term frequency and document fre-
quency. Given a set of Internet documents, the term
frequency and the homepage frequency for each term
in a document. Term frequency, tf , is the numberx j

of occurrences of term j in document x. Document
frequency, df , is the number of document in aj

collection of N documents in which term j occurs.
The combined weight of term j in document x, d ,x j

is:

N
d s tf = log =w 2Ž .x j x j jž /df j

where w is the number of words in term.j

The Jaccard’s score between document x and y
based on indexing is then computed as:

L

d dÝ x j y j
js1

JS x , y s 3Ž . Ž .index L L L
2 2d q d q d dÝ Ý Ýx j y j x j y j

js1 js1 js1

where L is the total number of terms.

3.2. Search engine

In this section, we present two searching algo-
rithms, best first search and our proposed algorithm
hybrid simulated annealing.

3.2.1. Best first search
Best first search is a state space search algorithm

w x13 . We explore the best homepage at each iteration.
The best homepage is the homepage with the highest
Jaccard’s score. The iteration is terminated when the
number of homepages required by the user is ob-
tained. The algorithm is summarized as follows and
illustrated in Fig. 1.

Ø Initialization: Initialize the counter k to 0. Ob-
Ž .tain a set of anchor homepages, As A , A , . . . ,1 2

and the number of desired homepages from the
users, D. Fetch the anchor homepages and save the
links of the anchor homepages to the unexplored set

Ž .of homepages, Hs H , H , H , . . . .1 2 3

ØFind the best homepage: Fetch the unexplored
homepages and compute their Jaccard’s scores. The
homepage that has the highest Jaccard’s score is the
best homepage. The best homepage is then save in
the output set of homepages.

ØExplore the best homepage: Fetch the best
homepage that is determined in the last step and
insert its links to the unexplored set of homepages.
Increment the counter by 1.

ØRepeat step 2 and 3 until ksD.

3.2.2. Hybrid Simulated annealing
Simulated annealing algorithm is based on anal-

ogy between the simulation of the annealing of
solids and the problem of solving large combinato-
rial optimization problems. A high temperature is
initialized at the first iteration and a set of documents
Ž .configuration is generated at each iteration.

We use Jaccard’s score as the cost function to
evaluate the current configuration. If the score is
higher than that of previous configuration, the new
configuration is accepted, otherwise, it will be ac-

Fig. 1. Best first search.
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Fig. 2. Hybrid simulated annealing.

cepted based on the probability computed in terms of
the current temperature and the Jaccard’s score. We
decrease the temperature at the beginning of each
iteration. The process will terminate when the change
of Jaccard’s score between two consecutive itera-
tions is less than a threshold or the temperature
reaches a certain value.

A sketch of hybrid simulated annealing is pre-
sented as below.

Ø Initialization: The search engine takes a set of
Ž .documents homepages with their URLs , input ,1

input , . . . , from users and save into a set of Cur-2
� 4rentConfiguration, CCs cc , cc , . . . . Also Tem-1 2

perature, T , is initialized to a large value.
ØGeneration of new configuration: Fetch the doc-

uments that linked by the documents in the Current-
Configuration. Compare the linked documents of
these fetched documents and the linked documents
of the documents in CurrentConfiguration. The
fetched documents, which have the highest number
of overlapping linked documents with the documents
in CurrentConfiguration, will be saved in a set,

� 4As a , a , . . . , .1 2

Table 1
The statistics of the average Jaccard’s scores obtained from 40
cases of searching by hybrid simulated annealing and best-first
search

Hybrid simulated Best first
annealing search

Mean 0.08703 0.04138
Standard deviation 0.08519 0.04996

Table 2
Precision statistics of user evaluation

Number Hybrid Best first
of input simulated search
homepages annealing

1 mean 0.75 0.70
standard deviation 0.061 0.073

2 mean 0.75 0.69
standard deviation 0.057 0.070

3 mean 0.77 0.72
standard deviation 0.055 0.071

4 mean 0.80 0.73
standard deviation 0.060 0.065

Documents are also obtained from the ranked
documents using SWISH in the user selected cate-

�gory in our database and saved in a set, Bs b ,1
4b , . . . .2

The sizes of A and B are both half of the size of
CurrentConfiguration and the size of CurrentConfig-
uration is double of the number of requested output
documents.

Compute the Jaccard’s score for each document in
CurrentConfiguration as follows:

N1
JS cc s JS input ,ccŽ . Ž .Ýlinks i links j iN js1

N1
JS cc s JS input ,ccŽ . Ž .Ýindex i index j iN js1

1
JS cc s JS cc qJS ccŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .i links i index i2

Table 3
Recall statistics of user evaluation

Number Hybrid Best first
of input simulated search
homepages annealing

1 mean 0.52 0.50
standard deviation 0.024 0.029

2 mean 0.54 0.51
standard deviation 0.022 0.032

3 mean 0.57 0.54
standard deviation 0.025 0.025

4 mean 0.61 0.57
standard deviation 0.030 0.029
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Compute the average Jaccard’s score, Avg, of the
documents in CurrentConfiguration.

M1
Avgs JS cc 4Ž . Ž .Ý iM is1

For each document in A and B, if the Jaccard’s
score of the document is higher than Avg, save the

current document in CurrentConfiguration. Other-
wise, if

Ž .JS x yAvg
ye G randT

where x is an element of A or B, and rand is a
random value between 0 and 1. Save the current
document in CurrentConfiguration.

Fig. 3. The homepage of a searching result.
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Decrease the temperature, T , and repeat the same
procedure until T reaches a certain value or the

Ž .change of Avg is less than a threshold Fig. 2 .

4. Experimental result

In order to examine the quality of results obtained
by hybrid simulated annealing algorithm, we have
conducted an experiment to compare the perfor-
mance of the simulated annealing spider with the
spiders that built with best-first search.

In our experiment, 40 cases are set up. For each
case, 1 to 4 input homepages are submitted to the
spiders based on hybrid simulated annealing and
best-first search. Ten output homepages obtained as
the result of searching. Homepages are chosen in the
entertainment domain. The average of the output
homepages’ Jaccard’s score for each case is recorded
for comparing their fitness. In the experiment, we
also recorded whether the output URL is originated
from database. This will give us an idea on the
percentage of the output URLs that are contributed
by the database in the global search.

Table 1 shows the statistics of the fitness on the
results obtained by the hybrid simulated annealing
and best-first search performed on the 40 cases. The
results show that the output homepages obtained by
hybrid simulated annealing has a slightly higher
fitness score than those obtained by best-first search,
but the difference is not significant. The averages of
40 average Jaccard’s scores for hybrid simulated
annealing and best-first search are 0.08703 and
0.08519, respectively.

A user evaluation is also conducted. Each case
has 8 subjects evaluating its relevance. It shows that
higher precision and recall is obtained comparing

Ž .with the best-first search Tables 2 and 3 .
Although the Jaccard’s score does not show any

significant difference among the performances of
hybrid simulated annealing and best-first search, 50%
of the homepages that obtained from hybrid simu-
lated annealing are not originated from the input
homepages. These homepages that obtained from our

Ž .database homepages in the set B are most probably
not linked to the input homepages, therefore, most of
them will never be obtained by best-first search. In
particular, when the number of links of the input

URLs is restricted, the result of best-first search is
poor and the best-first search may not be able to
provide as many URLs as requested by the users for
result. However, the hybrid simulated annealing does
not have this problem because it is a global search.
In the situation of restricted links of the input URLs,
the hybrid simulated annealing is still performing
very well, a significant difference between their per-
formance is observed.

The result also shows that the Jaccard’s score
increase when the number of input homepages in-
crease. The information provided to the agent in-
crease as the number of input homepages increases.
Given more information, the searching agent is able
to understand more about the users such as their
interests and expectation. It also the same reason
why the intelligent searching agent has a better
performance than the traditional search engine, which
only takes keywords input.

Fig. 3 shows the homepage which display the
final result of the search. It displays the total average

Ž .fitness based on Jaccard’s score and the number of
homepages has been visited in the search. For each
homepage, its address, score, title, and matched key-
words are also displayed.

5. Conclusion

We present a hybrid simulated annealing based
intelligent Internet agent for searching relevant
homepage on the world-wide web. It supports a
global search on the web. The spider obtains a set of
homepages from users and search for most relevant
homepages. It operates autonomously without any
human supervision. We have conducted an experi-
ment and it shows that a higher fitness score is
obtained by the hybrid simulated annealing compar-
ing with the best-first search. From user evaluation,
we also find that higher precision and recall is
obtained.
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